
The Fuori Salone show dedicated to the world of children
Following on from last year’s success, kidsroomZOOM! returns for the Milan Design Week. Once 
again, kidsroomZOOM! will showcase the most innovative and exciting products for you to design the 
perfect living space for your children. kidsroomZOOM! 2 offers a full spectrum of creative inspiration – 
from design to contemporary art, from fashion to books, from cookery to learning labs – providing you 
with the ideal opportunity to find everything you need to create a magical paradise for your children. 

In this time of social and economic difficulty, kidsroomZOOM!’s philosophy remains the same. We 
firmly believe that the experiences of our childhood are what make us into the adults we are today. Just 
as the artist Maurizio Nannucci declared: ‘All art has been contemporary,’ so our motto is: ‘All adults 
have been children.’ Even when everything seems against us, we know how important it is never to give 
up on our dreams. And that is precisely why we decided to adopt the name of an amazing new product 
that we will be exhibiting: a sledge on wheels – that even a lack of snow can’t stop – which was created 
by the Polish designer Szymon Hanczar and christened: ‘WE NEVER GIVE UP!’

Now in its second year, kidsroomZOOM! will be held in a new location at via Mellerio 1, where is 
located a stunning apartment building dating from the late-1970s. This inspirational setting will be styled 
to create the perfect house for children: a place in which to play and grow, learn and observe; a place in 
which little ones can become king or queen of their own dominion. For we believe that every child 
should have the opportunity to develop their imagination and creativity in an environment that surrounds 
them with toys and objects that can assist them in their growth.

The effective planning of such a space requires a clear understanding of the key developmental stages 
in childhood. kidsroomZOOM! will exhibit designs and projects that offer innovative solutions and 
utilize materials that have been specifically chosen to stimulate your child’s creativity and independence, 
helping them through these fundamental years while they play, learn and grow.

Participating designers and artists include: 
aboutSTEK (NL) aboutstek.nl; AL2698 (I) al2698.it; at once for L’EDITO (FR) ledito.com; 
Studio Alburno (I) alburno.com; Alicucio (I) alicucio.com; Tina Marie Bentsen (DK) tinabardina.dk; 
Collective Paper Aesthetics (NL) collectivepaperaesthetics.wordpress.com; Fabulous Goose (DK) 
fabgoose.com; Furf Design (BR) furf.com.br; Georges (F) georgespetitshop.com; Marika Giacinti 
Paris (F) marikagiacinti.com; Girandolo (I) girandolo.it; Studio Caroline Gomez (F) carolinegomez.com; 
Gommini (D) gommini.de; Szymon Hanczar (PL) hanczar.com; Kalon Studios (USA) kalonstudios.com; 
kidsonroof (NL) kidsonroof.com; Leka Sweden (S) lekasweden.se; Les M Studio (F) 
lesm-designstudio.com; Ligne Noire (I) lignenoire.com; LILIANE (NL) liliane.eu; Little Horse + Baby 
Beuys (HR) littlehorseandbabybeuys.blogspot.com; Beatrice Mezzanotte for Mezzanotte Store (I) 
bealegamipreziosi.it; Momoll (CH) for Mia Collezioni per Bambini miacollezioniperbambini.com; 
Moresi for Brebì (I) brebi.it; Move-it (UK) moveitproducts.com; MV% Ceramics Design (I) 
mv-ceramicsdesign.it; NONAH! (F) nonah.fr; Numero 74 (I) numero74.com; Oeuf (USA) for Le Civette 
sul Comò, lecivettesulcomo.com; Pete Oyler (USA) peteoyler.com; perludi (A) perludi.com; Pixelsxl 
(ES) pixelsxl.com; Pret a Jouer (I) pretajouer.com; Punch’n’Cuddle (UK) punchncuddle.com; Rijada 
(LV) rijada.lv; Daniel Rossi (NL), danielrossi.nl; Flavia Ruotolo for Peridea (I) peridea.com; 
Antonio Scarponi (I/CH) conceptualdevices.com; Smiling Planet (USA) smilingplanet.net; 
Sophie - Vulli (F) for Parents Milano parentsmilano.com; Kurt Stapelfeldt (ZA); Stella Stellina (I), 
stellastellina.eu; Studio Maartje Steenkamp (NL), maartjesteenkamp.nl; Fränze Straessle (D) 
fraenze-straessle.de; Kostas Syrtariotis kdsgn (I) kdsgn.it; Tattly (USA) tatt.ly; Vitra (CH) vitra.com; 
YellowOffice (I) yellowoffice.it; ZÜ (F) zugalerie.blogspot.com
  

unduetrestella will present a number of new contemporary art projects, including Martina Della 
Valle’s porcelain dining set for children, Caterina Aicardi’s The Little Magic Lantern, Carla 
Cardinaletti’s "La chiave" a light installations, the artistic dressed tables by Sabine Timm and the 
poetic boat and little airplanes by the sculptor Giovanni Casellato for Il Gufo. Special installation by 
the Dutch designer Katrien Simons, invited by Arianna Sangiovanni, curator of the artistic project 
"VillaVillekulla" based in Amsterdam. 
 
unduetrestella’s main space at via G.B. Vico 1 will be transformed in a real working kitchen – the heart 
of the home where Mum and Dad prepare the children’s meals, and where the family gathers around 
the table to eat together. Among others, the venue will be host to: CCC chairs by the Dutch designer 
Maartje Steenkamp; ‘paper’ installations by the artist Samuele Menin; the misterious “tea towels” by 
Ligne Noire; and aprons by the young designer Maria Piovano. 

During Design Week, kidsroomZOOM! will host a series of artist- and designer-led workshops and 
ateliers for children and adults.
Wednesday the 18th of April, the kidsroomZOOM cuisine organizes a workshop with Chef Maria 
Castellano, author of the recipe book for Il Gufo "Mamma, adesso cucino io!". Where children will 
learn how to cook with mum and dad.
Thursday  the 19th of April Rihards Funs and Zane Homka from Rijada Studio present "Blind 
Copy” A wonderful one day event where children will learn how to create without using the eyes in 
collaboration with Faber-Castell.
Friday the 20th of April Barbara Barbantini, creator of Puella fashion label, hosts a screen printing 
workshop. Children and parents are invited to bring a shirt, canvas bag or a pillow cover for printing 
them with the screen printing technique.
Saturday the 21st of April Electa and unduetrestella organize a picnic for children during the presen-
tation of Pascale Estellon, My First Book of Colors, from the new series Electakids.

The library of via Mellerio, curated by Oriana Picceni from Vogue Bambini, will be stocked with nume-
rous children’s publications, including the new series  Electakids by Electa (I), ADD Editore e Zelig 
Editore (I), Babalibri (I), Beltz & Gelberg (D), Il Castoro (I), Corraini Edizioni (I), Donzelli Editore (I), 
Harper Collins Children's (USA), Kids Can Press (CDN), NordSüd (CH), Notes Edizioni (I), Orecchio 
Acerbo Editore (I), Franco Cosimo Panini Editore (I), Pauline Kim Agency (I), Phaidon Press (I), 
Residenz Verlag e Nilpferd in Residenz (A), Edizioni San Paolo (I), Shabaviz (IR), SIME Editore (I), 
Thienemann (D).
 
kidsroomZOOM house couldn’t lack for a little space in the open air: a project by landscape studio 
Yellow Office will astonish our visitors with an amazing plant installation.

Check out all the latest news and events at www.kidsroomzoom.com
The event also marks the first anniversary of our online magazine dedicated to the world of children’s 
design, which contains editorial projects, interviews, art, cooking, fashion, news and trivia. On the blog 
you will find further information about all the latest trends in children’s fashion and design, with contri-
butions from professional writers who, although they have now grown-up, haven’t forgotten what it’s 
like to be a child! 

kidsroomZOOM! is organized by unduetrestella, a unique Italian project that designs contemporary 
art installations and objects for children’s bedrooms. KidsroomZOOM is sponsored by Istituto Svizze-
ro di Roma and Il Gufo.

INFO    www.kidsroomzoom.com | info@unduetrestellababy.com
WHEN   From 17 to 22 April 2012
WHERE   Milan, via Mellerio 1 & via GB. Vico 1, MM2 S. Ambrogio
OPENING  Tuesday 17th of April from 6 pm
OPENING HOURS From 11am to 7pm
PRESS OFFICE   Antonella Torriglia | antonella.torriglia@gmail.com | +39 347 9439434
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